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THE ETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF INSOM-
NIA ARE UNKNOWN, BUT IT IS OFTEN CONSIDERED 
TO BE A DISORDER OF INCREASED PHYSIOLOGICAL 
and cognitive arousal.1-3 Evidence for physiological arousal 
includes elevated resting metabolic rate,4,5 increased heart rate 
and sympathovagal tone as indicated by heart rate variability 
(HRV),6,7 increased cortisol secretion in the evening and ear-
ly sleep hours,8,9 increased beta EEG activity during NREM 
sleep,10-14 and increased glucose metabolic rate during NREM 
sleep.15 Evidence for increased arousal defined in cognitive 
terms is found in the pre-sleep thoughts of insomnia patients 
compared to good sleepers,16-19 which are often described as 
“racing,” unstoppable, and sleep-focused. Contemporary mod-
els of the pathophysiology of insomnia suggest that, in individ-
uals predisposed on the basis of genetic or affective factors, the 
acute experience of sleep difficulty leads to a positive feedback 
loop of selective attention, conditioned arousal, poor sleep, and 
impaired waking function.20-23

Of the various indicators of hyperarousal in insomnia, quan-
titative EEG characteristics have been studied most carefully, 
usually through the use of power spectral analysis of the sleep 
EEG. Particular attention has been focused on high frequency 

activity in the range of 16-32 Hz, or “beta activity,” which is 
thought to reflect a form of cortical activation. This interpreta-
tion is based on waking EEG studies in healthy adults, where 
even higher frequency EEG activity (in the “gamma” range of 
30-100 Hz) is thought to represent an analog of sensory process-
ing, focused attention, learning, or memory.13,24-26 Most insom-
nia studies have focused on quantitative EEG obtained during 
NREM sleep, as opposed to REM sleep, in part because phasic 
eye movements and muscle activity can lead to EEG artifacts 
during REM, and in part because there is little specific evidence 
to implicate disturbances of REM sleep in chronic insomnia. 
Although increased fast frequency EEG activity during NREM 
sleep has been demonstrated in several samples of insomnia 
subjects relative to controls, methodologies have varied widely 
among these studies. For instance, increased beta activity in one 
study was observed in subjects with “sleep state misperception” 
(paradoxical insomnia), but not psychophysiological insomnia, 
relative to controls.14 Another study showed increased beta in 
primary insomnia relative to insomnia with comorbid depres-
sion and controls.12 In addition to examining high-frequency 
EEG activity as an indicator of hyperarousal, some studies 
have also used quantitative EEG to measure delta EEG activity 
(0.5–4 Hz) as an indicator of homeostatic sleep drive in insom-
nia. These studies have also yielded variable results, with some 
showing reduced delta activity,11 but others showing no differ-
ence between insomnia and control samples,12,27 or a reduction 
only in “subjective” insomnia, but not “objective” insomnia.14 
Although it may appear logical that EEG correlates of hyper-
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arousal and homeostatic drive would inversely correlate in PI, 
previous published reports have presented only qualitative evi-
dence to support this hypothesis.11,27

Most studies showing insomnia-control differences have fo-
cused on all-night NREM EEG activity, but others have focused 
on the sleep-onset interval.10,28 Some studies have also exam-
ined the time course of EEG power in different bands across 
successive NREM periods,11,27 generally finding stable differ-
ences across the night. However, other types of physiological 
data, such as plasma cortisol levels, suggest that individuals 
with PI may have particular evidence of hyperarousal in the 
first part of the night.8,9

Sex differences in quantitative EEG during sleep have also 
been identified in healthy individuals from adolescence to older 
adulthood,29-32 and among individuals with conditions such as 
major depressive disorder.33-35 However, sex differences have 
not been extensively examined in chronic insomnia. One study 
found higher relative beta EEG power in men than women 
among an older adult sample of insomnia and control subjects,14 
but several other studies did not specifically examine sex dif-
ferences.

Likewise, the relationship between quantitative EEG charac-
teristics and subjective sleep characteristics has received little 
attention. If high-frequency EEG activity were indeed a corre-
late of hyperarousal, one might expect that this variable would 
correlate with insomnia severity or sleep self-reports. Krystal 
and colleagues14 found that delta and beta power differed be-
tween subjective insomnia subjects and controls regardless of 
the degree of subjective underestimation of sleep, but that sub-
jective ratings of sleep quality, restedness, and sleep efficiency 
were related only to delta power, and only among subjective 
insomnia subjects. Perlis and colleagues12 found that subjective 
underestimation of sleep time was related to higher beta activ-
ity in a sample that included PI, GSC, and depressed subjects. 
Thus, whether quantitative EEG characteristics are related to 
overall insomnia severity or to specific features remains an un-
resolved issue.

In summary, previous findings regarding quantitative EEG 
characteristics of insomnia have provided inconsistent results, 
particularly regarding differences across NREM periods, sex ef-
fects, and clinical correlations. Therefore, the goals of the pres-
ent analysis were: (1) to compare EEG power across succes-
sive NREM periods in well-characterized samples of primary 
insomnia (PI) and good sleeper controls (GSC); (2) to compare 
these findings for men and women separately; and (3) to ex-
amine relationships between quantitative EEG characteristics, 
baseline characteristics of insomnia, and self-reports of sleep.

mEtHoDS

Data for the current analyses come from a study designed 
to examine mood, arousal, and response to pharmacologic 
treatment probes in individuals with PI and GSC (MH24652), 
and studies of sleep functional neuroanatomy in PI and GSC 
(MH061566). These studies were approved by the University of 
Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board, and all subjects provid-
ed written informed consent. After initial eligibility screening, 
participants complete a set of self-report retrospective symptom 
ratings, a one-week in-home evaluation including sleep diary 

and daily symptom ratings, and 3 nights of polysomnography 
(PSG).

participants

Study participants included men and women with PI and 
GSC, recruited for research studies on the neurobiology of in-
somnia, and aged 20-50 years. PI and GSC groups did not differ 
in age (PI = 30.8 [7.2] years, GSC = 30.6 [7.4] years) or sex dis-
tributions (both groups 60% women). Furthermore, there was 
no significant difference in age between men and women (F = 
1.13, P = 0.29), between PI and GSC (F = 0.03, P = 0.86), nor 
for the interaction of sex and group (F = 0.05, P = 0.83). Par-
ticipants were recruited through media advertisements, word of 
mouth, and clinical referrals. All participants were evaluated 
with a medical history, medication/ substance history, physi-
cal examination, routine blood work, and urine drug screen; 
psychiatric history using the Structured Clinical Interview for 
DSM-IV (SCID)36,37; and sleep history using locally developed 
questionnaires and interviews to yield DSM-IV sleep disorder 
diagnoses.38 Inclusion criteria for PI and GSC included provi-
sion of informed consent and ability to speak and understand 
English. For PI, additional inclusion criteria included a current 
diagnosis of PI according to DSM-IV criteria and a score > 5 
on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).39 No specific 
quantitative criteria for sleep disturbance were used. Exclusion 
criteria for PI and GSC included significant or unstable medical 
conditions; current major syndromal mood, anxiety, psychotic, 
or substance use disorder; current sleep disorder (other than 
PI); apnea-hypopnea index > 15 or periodic limb movement 
arousal index > 20 on one night of screening polysomnography; 
use of medications or substances known to affect sleep; cof-
fee consumption (or equivalent) of > 4 cups per 24 hours; and 
alcohol consumption > 14 drinks per week. Our thresholds for 
apnea and periodic limb movements (PLM) were chosen to re-
flect levels of apnea and PLMs that would typically elicit treat-
ment in clinical settings. Despite our liberal inclusion criteria, 
the mean and median AHI and PLM arousal indices were quite 
low (Table 1), and not consistent with clinical apnea or PLM 
disorders. Additional specific exclusion criteria for PI included 
a history of any major psychiatric disorder within the past 6 
months. Specific exclusion criteria for GSC involved current or 
past history of PI or any major psychiatric disorder.

Self-report measures

Baseline retrospective questionnaires were used to evaluate 
mood and arousal, and are reported here for descriptive pur-
poses. For all retrospective psychological and sleep measures, 
higher scores indicate greater severity of symptoms. Because 
subjects in this report were drawn from 2 protocols that had 
identical inclusion criteria and PSG methods but slightly dif-
ferent clinical measures, the number of subjects available was 
reduced for some measures. Specific measures used in this 
study have been described in detail elsewhere.40 Global sleep 
quality was measured with the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index 
(PSQI).39 The Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology, Self-
Report Version (IDS-SR)41 was used to measure symptoms of 
depression consistent with major depression criteria in DSM-
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III and DSM-IV. For analyses in this paper, IDS-SR score 
represented the total after excluding sleep-specific items. The 
Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)42 was used to assess self-report 
anxiety symptoms, with a focus on somatic symptoms rather 
than worry. By contrast, the Penn State Worry Questionnaire 
(PSWQ)43 was used to evaluate dispositional tendency to worry. 
The Hyperarousal Scale (HAS)44 was empirically designed to 
measure daytime alertness among individuals with insomnia 
with a “high arousal pattern,” and has been found to discrimi-
nate primary insomnia versus control subjects.

Daytime symptoms related to insomnia were measured using 
the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI)45 and the Ep-
worth Sleepiness Scale (ESS).46,47 For these analyses, we report 
the MFI “General Fatigue” subscale only, as recommended by 
the scale authors when only one scale is to be used.

Sleep patterns at home were assessed with the Pittsburgh 
Sleep Diary (PghSD).48 The PghSD is a diary of sleep-wake 
behaviors with bedtime and waketime portions. For this study, 

the PghSD was presented in a version adapted for hand-held 
computer. Specific outcome variables are indicated in Table 1.

Finally, the subjective experience of sleep in the laboratory 
was evaluated with the Post-Sleep Evaluation (PSE), a locally-
developed questionnaire consisting of 23 quantitative and qual-
itative items. For the current analyses, we used self-reports of 
quantitative sleep parameters to contrast with PSG measures, 
and subjective ratings of restedness and soundness of sleep.

polysomnography and power Spectral analysis

All subjects underwent one night of PSG to screen for sleep 
disorders followed by 2 nights of baseline PSG for sleep stag-
ing and quantitative analysis. Data for the current report come 
from Night 1 (sleep disordered breathing, periodic limb move-
ments) or Night 2 (sleep stages, spectral analysis) unless oth-
erwise specified. PSG was conducted using Grass Telefactor 
M15 bipolar Neurodata amplifiers and locally developed col-

Table 1—Clinical Rating, Sleep Diary, PSG, And Post-Sleep Self-Report Measures1

Variable Good Sleeper Control Primary Insomnia Group Contrast
  N = 25 N = 48 (ANOVA)
Clinical Ratings
MANOVA: Group F = 24.91, P < 0.0001; Sex F = 0.49, P = 0.83; Group*Sex Interaction F = 1.74, P = 0.12; df = 7,47
 Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (minus sleep item)2 4.0 (6.4) 11.1 (5.4) P < 0.0001
 Beck Anxiety Inventory4 1.3 (1.7) 4.8 (4.3) P = 0.0009
 Penn State Worry Questionnaire2,4 24.8 (15.0) 32.4 (15.5) P = 0.09
 Hyperarousal Scale2 24.4 (7.9) 34.4 (6.7) P < 0.0001
 Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (General Fatigue Subscale)2,4 6.9 (6.9) 13.4 (3.2) P < 0.0001
 Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index 2.0 (1.2) 11.2 (3.4) P < 0.0001
 Epworth Sleepiness Scale2,4 4.1 (4.1) 6.9 (3.6) P = 0.007
Sleep Diary3

MANOVA: Group F = 8.28, P < 0.0001; Sex F = 0.98, P = 0.44; Group*Sex Interaction F = 0.21, P = 0.96; df = 5,62
 Time in Bed, min 455.8 (54.7) 460.4 (58.1) P = 0.8
 Sleep latency, min 8.1 (7.0) 42.3 (38.8) P = 0.0001
 Wake after sleep onset, min 3.7 (4.9) 29.6 (24.6) P < 0.0001
 Total sleep time, min 443.9 (53.5) 389.0 (62.4) P = 0.0007
 Sleep efficiency % 97.4 (2.6) 84.3 (10.7) P < 0.0001
Polysomnography (PSG)
MANOVA: Group F = 1.89, P = 0.08; Sex F = 0.56, P = 0.81; Group*Sex Interaction F = 1.62, P = 0.14; df = 8,62
 Apnea-hypopnea index, events per hour 3.2 (3.6) 2.7 (2.2) —
 Periodic Limb Movement Arousal Index, events per hour 2.7 (2.9) 3.2 (4.3) —
 Time in Bed, min 458.1 (57.8) 478.4 (47.7) —
 Sleep latency, min 16.3 (13.5) 26.4 (20.9) —
 Wake after sleep onset, min 25.9 (24.1) 28.6 (33.3) —
 Total sleep time, min 416.0 (44.1) 423.4 (51.8) —
 Sleep efficiency % 91.2 (6.0) 88.7 (8.6) —
 Stage 1% 5.5 (2.9) 4.6 (2.6) —
 Stage 2% 57.2 (6.6) 60.9 (7.6) —
 Stage 3+4% 10.2 (7.6) 9.9 (6.3) —
Post-Sleep Self-Report
MANOVA: Group F = 7.31, P < 0.0001; Sex F = 0.29, P = 0.92; Group*Sex Interaction F = 1.07, P = 0.39; df = 5,59
 Sleep latency, min 15.6 (12.0) 37.2 (30.5) P = 0.0002
 Wake after sleep onset, min 10.1 (10.8) 41.3 (42.7) P = 0.0004
 Total sleep time, hours 7.3 (0.7) 6.6 (1.4) P = 0.05
 Soundness of sleep, 0-100 72.7 (17.3) 48.4 (24.1) P < 0.0001
 Well-Rested, 0-100 72.3 (17.1) 40.9 (28.3) P < 0.0001

1Data are shown as mean, (S.D.). P values are for ANOVA contrasting group (Primary Insomnia vs. Good Sleeper Control), and are shown 
only for domains in which MANOVA group contrast was significant. 2Good sleeper controls n = 17; 3Good sleeper controls n = 22; 4Primary 
insomnia n = 42
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were then computed for these epochs using the Fast Fourier 
transform (FFT). EEG spectra for each artifact-free 4-sec epoch 
were then aligned with 20-sec visually scored sleep stage data 
to exclude epochs scored as awake or REM sleep. EEG power 
values from artifact-free 4-sec epochs at 0.25 Hz resolution 
were averaged into 1-Hz bins prior to modeling and analysis, 
to provide adequate resolution of frequencies while limiting the 
number of statistical comparisons.

Data modeling and Statistical analysis

For descriptive purposes, the 4 domains of clinical ratings, 
sleep diary data, PSG data, and post-sleep evaluation data 
were first compared using multivariate analyses of variance 
(MANOVA) with terms for diagnostic group (PI vs. GSC), sex, 
and their interaction. The α level for MANOVAs was conser-
vatively set at 0.01. Significant results were then followed up 
with ANOVAs. Appropriate transformations were used prior to 
analysis for variables that were not normally distributed. Given 
the absence of age differences between diagnostic groups or 
sexes, we did not include age as a covariate in any analyses.

The major test of Aims 1 and 2 consisted of 6 repeated mea-
sures mixed effect models, one for each of the commonly used 
frequency bands: Delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 
Hz), sigma (12-16 Hz), beta (16-32 Hz), and gamma (32-50 Hz). 
Based on our aims, we included factors for group (PI vs. GSC), 
sex, NREM period number (1-4), and interactions of group*sex 
and group*cycle. Given the restricted number of comparisons 
for the main test of study aims, we used an uncorrected α level 
of 0.05. Data analyses were conducted on modeled EEG power 
data, as described in the next paragraph.

lection software.49 The recording montage consisted of bilateral 
central EEG leads referenced to A1+A2; right and left electro-
oculogram referenced to A1+A2; and bipolar submentalis elec-
tromyogram. On the screening night, additional channels were 
used to monitor sleep related breathing (nasal-oral thermistors, 
inductance plethysmography, fingertip oximetry, V2 EKG) and 
periodic limb movements (bilateral anterior tibialis EMG). 
EEG recordings used a high-frequency filter of 100 Hz, a low-
frequency filter of 0.3 Hz, and a 60-Hz notch filter. Sleep stages 
were scored in 20-second epochs according to standard crite-
ria.50

Methods for power spectral analysis have been previously 
published.51 Briefly, EEG signals were digitized at a rate of 256 
Hz. The raw digitized data were band-limited to 64 Hz using 
a low pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter, then decimated 
to 128 Hz for quantitative analyses. Low frequency artifacts 
were excluded by eliminating epochs scored as wakefulness 
or movement time. High-frequency EEG artifacts were identi-
fied and excluded in 4-sec bins with a previously validated and 
published algorithm that uses a moving window threshold.52 
Basically, this algorithm excludes 4-sec bins whose power in 
the frequency range of 26.25-32 Hz exceeds the power in ad-
jacent bins by a factor of 4 or greater. A mean of < 1.5 min 
was excluded within each NREM period for both PI and GSC. 
PI tended to have more artifact-excluded minutes than GSC, 
but these differences approached statistical significance only in 
NREM 3 (1.11 ± 0.98 minutes excluded for PI, 0.76 ± 0.62 
minutes excluded for GSC, t = 1.99, P = 0.051). Power spec-
tral analysis was used to quantify the frequency content of the 
sleep EEG from 0.25-50 Hz.51 Non-overlapping 4-sec epochs 
were weighted with a Hamming window, and periodograms 
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Figure 1— Power spectral analysis of NREM sleep in Primary Insomnia and Good Sleeper Control subjects (All subjects). NREM EEG 
power across frequencies from 0.5–50 Hz for the whole night (A), and for individual NREM periods (B-E) in the entire set of PI and GSC 
subjects. Lines represent modeled data based on ln-transformed mean data in successive 1-Hz bins for each subject group. The number of 
subjects available for each NREM period is indicated in each panel. F tests conducted at each 1-Hz frequency bin are displayed for all-night 
NREM data (F) and for each successive NREM period (G-J). The solid horizontal line in each panel represents the critical F value to yield a 
P value of < 0.05 uncorrected; the dashed line corresponds to a P value < 0.01; and the dotted line corresponds to a P value of 0.001.
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Finally, we examined exploratory correlations between NREM 
EEG beta and gamma power and selected clinical and self-report 
measures among PI subjects using Pearson correlations. These cor-
relations were conducted for the entire PI group, and for male and 
female PI subjects separately. Given the large potential number of 
comparisons possible, we limited ourselves to seven dependent 
variables that we selected on conceptual grounds as potentially re-
lated to beta or gamma power. These included PSQI global score, 
Hyperarousal Scale score, Inventory of Depressive Symptomatol-
ogy Self-Report score (minus sleep items), and diary-based sleep 
efficiency as baseline clinical ratings; Post-Sleep Evaluation rat-
ings of soundness of sleep and well-restedness as self-report mea-
sures on the actual night of PSG; and the discrepancy between 
PSG and self-report WASO, since this variable showed a large 
group difference for self-report, but not PSG. We correlated each 
of these measures with beta and gamma EEG power in the first 
NREM period, which showed the greatest differences between PI 
and GSC. We again report findings using an uncorrected α level of 
0.05, given the exploratory nature of these analyses.

rESUltS

Clinical ratings, sleep diary, PSG, and post-sleep evaluation 
measures for PI and GSC groups are shown in Table 1. MANO-
VAs showed differences among PI and GSC in domains of clini-
cal ratings, sleep diary data, and post-sleep reports, but not in the 
domain of PSG sleep. Univariate ANOVAs confirmed significant 
PI-GSC differences on all measures except the Penn State Worry 
Questionnaire and sleep diary time in bed. MANOVAs did not 
indicate significant sex effects or group*sex interaction effects.

Analysis of 6 traditional EEG frequency bands in whole-night 
NREM sleep showed no significant group differences (Table 2). 
Significant sex differences were found in the theta band (higher 

Analyses of power in traditional frequency bins assumes that 
they are independent, and does not account for the possibility 
that power differences may not occur neatly within these bins. 
Therefore, we conducted additional exploratory analyses to test 
Aims 1 and 2. Power-frequency curves were generated in 1-Hz 
increments for each subject for whole-night NREM data, and 
for up to 4 individual NREM periods. The number of subjects is 
reduced for later NREM periods because subjects may not have 
had 4 NREM periods, and because we excluded NREM peri-
ods less than 20 min to ensure stable estimates of EEG power. 
Natural log transformation was used for power values in order 
to normalize distributions. Power-frequency curves were then 
modeled for each PI and GSC subject in each NREM period, 
using regression models with fixed-knot cubic splines.53 Group 
mean curves were then generated, allowing for a direct com-
parison of modeled power-frequency curves in the 2 groups. 
Fitted power values for each 1-Hz bin were compared across 
groups using F ratios for all-night NREM and for each NREM 
period separately. Specific comparisons involved the entire PI 
and GSC samples; women only; and men only. Since PI and 
GSC samples were well-matched for age, we did not use age as 
a covariate in these analyses. Given the exploratory nature of 
these analyses, we display horizontal lines in Figures 1-3 that 
correspond to α levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001.

Previous papers have reported either absolute EEG power, or 
relative EEG power in specific bins, normalized for total pow-
er across a range of EEG frequencies. In most cases, analyses 
using absolute and relative power yield similar findings.14 Be-
cause we were interested in the broadest possible understand-
ing of differences between groups, we analyzed absolute power 
(natural log-transformed) as our primary analysis. We also con-
ducted analyses using relative EEG data, and summarize these 
results briefly.
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Figure 2— Power spectral analysis of NREM sleep in Primary Insomnia and Good Sleeper Control subjects (Women). NREM EEG power 
across frequencies from 0.5–50 Hz for the whole night (A), and for individual NREM periods (B-E) in PI and GSC women. F tests conducted 
at each 1-Hz frequency bin are displayed for all-night NREM data (F) and for each successive NREM period (G-J). See Figure 1 legend for 
details.
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Modeled EEG power-frequency curves and F ratio values for 
men are displayed in Figure 3. The only difference observed 
between groups was in the 30-Hz range in NREM 3, but the 
magnitude of this difference was small.

Given the finding of higher power values for PI women than 
GSC women in both low- and high-frequency EEG bands, we 
examined correlations between whole-night NREM delta, beta, 
and gamma power among PI subjects. Delta power was posi-
tively correlated with both beta power (r = 0.65, P < 0.0001) 
and gamma power, (r = 0.33, P = 0.02). Beta and gamma power 
were also positively correlated (r = 0.70, P < 0.0001). The del-
ta-beta and beta-gamma correlations, but not the delta-gamma 
correlation, were significant at P < 0.01 for PI men and women 
separately. Among GSC, delta power was significantly correlat-
ed with beta power (r = 0.52, P = 0.009) but not gamma power 
(r = 0.29, P = 0.17), and beta and gamma power were positively 
correlated (r = 0.69, P = 0.0002).

Finally, we examined correlations between quantitative EEG 
power and selected clinical measures related to self-reported 
insomnia severity, mood, and arousal (see Methods). For the 
entire sample, NREM 1 beta EEG power correlated only with 
subjective-PSG WASO discrepancy (r = -0.34, P = 0.02, n = 
44). The correlation was significant in men (r = -0.52, P = 0.03, 
n = 17), but not in women. However, the direction of this corre-
lation is opposite to that expected, i.e., greater subjective-PSG 
discrepancy was related to lower beta power. NREM EEG gam-
ma activity was not related to any of the self-report measures.

DiScUSSion

We compared clinical, self-report, PSG, and NREM EEG 
power characteristics in a sample of individuals meeting clini-
cal criteria for PI and an age-and sex-matched group of GSC. 

power in women), and significant group*sex interactions for del-
ta, theta, sigma, beta, and gamma (highest power in PI women). 
Significant effects of NREM period were found for each of the 
EEG frequency bands, and significant group*NREM period in-
teractions for the beta and gamma bands (higher power in earlier 
NREM periods among PI). Post hoc ANOVAs for whole-night 
NREM EEG power values in women confirmed higher power 
among PI than GSC in delta (P = 0.04), theta (P = 0.03), sigma 
(P = 0.04), beta (P = 0.004) and gamma (P = 0.006) bands. Parallel 
analyses showed no significant PI-GSC differences among men.

Analyses for relative EEG power indicated no significant 
main effects of diagnostic group; a significant sex effect for 
gamma power (higher in men; F = 4.03, P = 0.05); and signifi-
cant NREM period effects for all frequencies (P values < 0.01). 
A significant group*sex interaction was found for delta (highest 
relative power in GSC men, lowest in GSC women; F = 4.04, 
P = 0.05), and a significant group*NREM period interaction for 
beta (higher relative power in early NREM periods among PI; 
F = 3.19, P = 0.03). Thus, relative EEG power findings differed 
from absolute EEG power findings mainly with regard to sex 
and group*sex interactions.

To further explore the significant interactions identified above, 
modeled EEG power-frequency curves and F ratio values for the 
entire sample are displayed in Figure 1. No significant group dif-
ferences were observed at any frequency for whole-night NREM 
sleep. However, PI had higher power than GSC in frequencies of 
18-40 Hz during the first NREM period (Figure 1g).

Modeled EEG power-frequency curves and F ratio values for 
women are displayed in Figure 2. PI women had higher power 
than GSC women for frequencies in the high delta-low theta 
range (3-6 Hz) across all NREM periods. In addition, PI women 
had higher power in frequencies >15 Hz for the first 3 NREM 
periods (Figure 2g–2i).
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Figure 3— Power spectral analysis of NREM sleep in Primary Insomnia and Good Sleeper Control subjects (Men). NREM EEG power 
across frequencies from 0.5–50 Hz for the whole night (A), and for individual NREM periods (B-E) in PI and GSC men. F tests conducted 
at each 1-Hz frequency bin are displayed for all-night NREM data (F) and for each successive NREM period (G-J). See Figure 1 legend for 
details.
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other hand, features such as subjective-objective discrepancy 
likely exist on a continuum rather than as a discrete phenom-
enon, and cluster analyses of clinical and polysomnographic 
features in insomnia patients have not provided strong support 
for ICSD insomnia subtypes.55 Our inclusion/exclusion criteria 
were designed to yield a sample of PI that would be more simi-
lar to that typically seen in treatment settings. Likewise, defin-
ing insomnia subtypes according to predominant symptom type 
(sleep onset, sleep maintenance, nonrestorative sleep) may ap-
pear to be a logical way to limit variance, but does not account 
for the fact that multiple symptom presentations are much more 
common than isolated symptom types.56,57 The lack of tradi-
tional PSG criteria for study entry (e.g., sleep latency, WASO) 
may also have diminished the likelihood of finding group dif-
ferences in quantitative EEG. Other studies have also reported 
that PSG differences are smaller in magnitude, or even absent, 
when comparing unselected insomnia patients to GSC.58

Second, our primary analyses examined both whole-night 
NREM EEG power values, as well as individual NREM pe-
riod values. Our findings differ from those of some previous 
studies,11,27 which found stable increases in high frequency 
power across NREM periods. However, other studies have re-
ported time-dependent differences in quantitative EEG charac-
teristics of PI compared to other groups, most often within the 
examination of the sleep onset period.10,28,59 Some other types of 
physiological studies have also identified differences between 
insomnia and non-insomnia subjects that differ by time of night 
or across the course of the day,5-9 suggesting that any underly-
ing hyperarousal may be a time-dependent phenomenon. This 
type of hyperarousal could be related to context-dependent or 
learned arousal,2 and may suggest that treatments for insomnia 
should focus on improving sleep and cognition in the first part 
of the night.

Third, we examined EEG power across a broad range of fre-
quencies both with and without traditional EEG bands. Con-
trasting PI and GSC groups at each individual frequency im-
poses fewer assumptions about the nature of the sleep EEG, 

The groups showed robust differences on clinical and self-
report sleep measures, but few differences on traditional PSG 
measures. The PI group had increased high-frequency EEG 
power during NREM sleep in the first NREM period. However, 
PI-GSC group differences in EEG power were seen more prom-
inently among women than men. Finally, we did not find robust 
correlations between high-frequency EEG activity and clinical 
ratings or self-report sleep characteristics in PI. Taken together, 
our findings provide only partial support for the hypothesis of 
high-frequency EEG activity during NREM as a correlate of 
chronic insomnia, and suggest that sex differences may play a 
more important role than previously recognized.

Increased high-frequency EEG power during NREM sleep 
is often considered to be an indicator of “hyperarousal” in 
insomnia.2,13 However, the total number of published studies 
addressing this issue is small (fewer than 10), and all of these 
have included relatively small sample sizes of 20 subjects or 
fewer per group. Moreover, the diagnostic characteristics and 
subgroups, specific methods for EEG data collection and quan-
tification of EEG power, statistical approaches, and the specific 
nature of group differences have varied considerably in these 
studies. Our results again differ from previously published 
studies in several of these particulars. For these reasons, the 
finding of increased high frequency EEG power during NREM 
sleep in chronic insomnia should still be considered a prelimi-
nary observation. However, we believe that the current report 
adds important information to the field in several ways.

First, we selected participants on the basis of clinical insom-
nia criteria, and without reference to specific sleep parameters 
measured by either self-report or PSG. Contemporary diag-
nostic criteria for insomnia focus on sleep disturbance and as-
sociated daytime impairment, but do not include any specific 
quantitative sleep criteria.38,54 Our sample of PI patients was 
not further characterized according to ICSD-2 diagnoses, e.g., 
psychophysiological insomnia, paradoxical insomnia. It is pos-
sible that such classification would identify more specific EEG 
correlates, as has been reported in previous studies.12,14 On the 

Table 2—Quantitative EEG Power1

 Good Sleeper Control Primary Insomnia
 N = 25 N = 48 Group Sex Group* NREM Group*
 Men Women Men Women   Sex Period NREM
 n = 10 n = 15 n = 19 n = 29     Period
Delta 30.81 33.15 25.59 45.82 P = 0.92 P = 0.08 P = 0.01 P<0.0001 P = 0.48
(0.5–4 Hz)  (11.59) (14.86) (11.87) (22.54)
Theta 2.93 3.39 2.67 4.22 P = 0.71 P = 0.04 P = 0.03 P<0.0001 P = 0.38
(4–8 Hz)  (1.09) (1.66) (1.68) (1.60)
Alpha 1.61 1.55 1.37 2.05 P = 0.84 P = 0.17 P = 0.07 P<0.0001 P = 0.64
(8–12 Hz)  (1.20)  (0.93) (1.27) (1.51)
Sigma 0.81 0.83 0.67 1.17 P = 0.50 P = 0.11 P = 0.04 P<0.0001 P = 0.94
(12–16 Hz)  (0.49) (0.43) (0.38) (0.66)
Beta 0.065 0.060 0.056 0.085 P = 0.19 P = 0.25 P = 0.01 P<0.0001 P = 0.02
(16–32 Hz)  (0.022) (0.018) (0.024) (0.039)
Gamma 0.010 0.007 0.007 0.010 P = 0.38 P = 0.84 P = 0.009 P = 0.01 P = 0.04
(32–50 Hz) (0.007) (0.003) (0.004) (0.008)

1Values represent the group mean and standard deviation of average whole-night absolute power (μV2/Hz). Data were derived from each 
subject’s modeled and smoothed data within each bandwidth. Statistical analyses were also conducted on the modeled data. P values are from 
factorial ANOVA with terms for group (PI vs. GSC), sex, and their interaction.
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plausible that the increased delta activity seen in women with 
PI represents something very different, e.g., a manifestation of 
cyclic alternating pattern (CAP), an arousal pattern in the EEG 
that has previously been observed in PI.69

The neurobiological significance of changes in EEG power 
within any specific range remains unknown. Although previous 
studies have interpreted NREM EEG activity above 16 Hz as 
being consistent with “hyperarousal” and increased cognitive 
activity, this interpretation is based mainly on analogies to wak-
ing EEG activation patterns. However, the gamma oscillations 
associated with attention and cognitive activity during wake-
fulness occur at higher frequencies (typically 40-100 Hz),13,24-26 
and are distinct from power in individual EEG waveforms as 
measured in this and most other sleep studies. Furthermore, 
the use of 60-Hz notch filters, traditionally used in PSG stud-
ies (including the present one), may attenuate power near the 
50-Hz frequency. For these reasons, the high-frequency EEG 
power during NREM sleep cannot be taken as a direct correlate 
of findings during wakefulness. Additional techniques such as 
functional brain imaging, brain electrical activity mapping, or 
magneto-encephalography may help to clarify the significance 
of high-frequency EEG activity during NREM sleep. For in-
stance, Nofzinger et al.70 found a significant positive associa-
tion between NREM beta EEG power and orbitofrontal glucose 
metabolism in both healthy control subjects and depressed in-
dividuals.

We found little relationship between high frequency EEG 
power and specific clinical characteristics of insomnia, and the 
one significant correlation was in a direction opposite to what 
would have been predicted. Previous examinations of this ques-
tion have identified various relationships, but with little con-
sistency across reports. Therefore, it does not yet appear that 
we can identify consistent subjective correlates of quantitative 
EEG findings in insomnia.

We acknowledge two other limitations of the current data set. 
First, our exploratory statistical approach relied upon F tests 
at successive EEG frequencies, resulting in a large number of 
statistical comparisons that may not adequately account for cor-
relations among adjacent EEG frequencies. Second, our sample 
size, while large by the standards of previous quantitative EEG 
studies in insomnia, it was not large for examining separate ef-
fects of sex, NREM periods, and multiple EEG frequencies. In 
light of these last two points, these findings should be viewed as 
preliminary, and in need of replication.

Our results highlights again a more general set of weaknesses 
in insomnia studies: Their limited theoretical or neurobiologi-
cal basis, variability in selection criteria, limited sample size, 
variability in specific data methods, and variability in analytic 
methods. Developing consensus around these issues, as has be-
gun to occur in diagnosis and assessment,71 may help to address 
in a more definitive way the neurophysiological correlates of 
insomnia disorder, and of specific symptoms.
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and better demonstrates the evolution of group changes across 
frequencies and across NREM periods. Although our statistical 
technique should be viewed as exploratory, the major findings 
were nevertheless confirmed with analyses of traditional EEG 
bands.

Fourth, we analyzed men and women separately and in do-
ing so, found a clear distinction in PI-GSC differences. Previ-
ous studies of PI have not always identified sex differences in 
PI using standard visually-scored PSG measures.60 In our study 
of quantitative EEG, differences between PI and GSC men 
were few and inconsistent, being limited to the 30-Hz range 
in NREM 3. This is also the frequency range with most pro-
nounced PI-GSC differences in women. Women with PI had 
greater high-frequency EEG activity than GSC women, as well 
as higher delta and theta EEG power. Men and women have 
different quantitative EEG sleep characteristics across the adult 
lifespan.29-32 Previous studies in disorders such as major depres-
sion demonstrate interactions between diagnosis and sex.33-35 
These studies have, for the most part, demonstrated deficits in 
delta EEG activity among depressed men, with fewer differ-
ences observed between depressed and control women. Thus, 
the current findings and previous reports suggest that PI and 
major depression have distinct quantitative EEG profiles, and 
distinct patterns of sex differences.

The finding of increased low frequency (delta/theta) and 
high frequency (beta/gamma) power in PI women may reflect 
an overall increase in EEG power in the PI group, but it also 
suggests that hyperarousal and “deep” sleep may coexist in PI. 
Indirectly, this finding also argues against the conceptualiza-
tion of PI as a disorder characterized by deficient homeostatic 
sleep drive. Indeed, previous evidence regarding reduced ho-
meostatic sleep drive in chronic insomnia is inconclusive,61 
with varying reports of reduced delta activity, no difference, 
or reduction only in a subgroup of insomnia patients compared 
to controls.11,14,27 Two of these publications show delta activ-
ity that is numerically, but not statistically significantly, greater 
in PI than GSC.12,27 Individuals with PI have increased SWS 
following TSD,62,63 demonstrating a capacity to respond to a 
homeostatic challenge. This response was comparable to GSC 
in some studies,63,64 but reduced in magnitude or duration in 
others.63,65,66 PI show increased sleepiness measured on the 
MSLT following TSD, similar to that seen in GSC.65,67 Finally, 
as noted in the Introduction, there is no published evidence that 
high-frequency and delta EEG activity are inversely correlated 
in insomnia, although such data do exist for GSC.68 Indeed, 
delta and beta power were positively correlated among PI and 
GSC in this sample. Thus, what may at first appear to be a con-
tradictory finding, that women with PI may have EEG markers 
of both increased arousal and increased homeostatic drive, is 
not necessarily inconsistent with principles of sleep regulation 
or with previously published studies. The simultaneous occur-
rence of hyperarousal and increased sleep drive may also relate 
to common but seemingly contradictory clinical presentations 
of insomnia, which include disturbed nighttime sleep, day-
time sleepiness and fatigue, but difficulty napping. Behavioral 
treatments such as sleep restriction may be seen as correcting 
homeostatic sleep deficiency, but could just as plausibly be 
interpreted as taking advantage of a relatively intact homeo-
static mechanism to overcome hyperarousal. Finally, it is also 
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